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Abstract 

 

Advanced textile materials are widely used in civil engineering, where recent 

catastrophic events highlighted the need of efficient methods and technologies for both 

retrofitting and Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). Furthermore, optical fibers, 

serving as both sensor and data conduit, are particularly suited for SHM of civil 

structures. The physical combination of the two mentioned technologies in a single self-

sensorized textile led to the concept of “Multifunctional textile”, which can allow both 
structural reinforcing and monitoring, thanks to the presence of an optical sensor 

embedded inside the textile.  

The present work deals with the development and testing of a geogrid, for application 

on earthworks like embankments and sustaining walls, sensorized with optical fiber to 

be used as distributed strain sensor.  

From the technological point of view, two different approaches were adopted to embed 

the optical fiber in the textile structure, based, respectively, on one- and two-steps 

process. The obtained systems were then tested in laboratory according to two different 

test procedures: the former (tensile test) allowed characterizing the monitoring 

behaviour in terms of sensor gage factor, the latter (pull-out test) assessed both the 

reinforcing and monitoring behaviour on a medium scale set-up reproducing the real 

environment loading conditions. Optical measurements were based on Rayleigh 

scattering. Finally, the sensorized geogrid was installed and tested in real scale on a 

prototype embankment, where its technical viability at large scale was eventually 

evaluated.  

The obtained results allowed setting the conditions, in terms of system performances 

knowledge and application technology, for its effective use in real geotechnical 

applications. 

For further information, please contact Paolo Corvaglia at Rina Consulting S.p.A., 

(paolo.corvaglia@rina.org). 

 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

In the last decade, advanced textile materials have been developed addressing in 

particular the construction sector, which represents one of the largest markets for textile 

products. These materials can provide both strengthening, stabilization and monitoring 

functions. Design, construction, maintenance and repair of civil infrastructures is the 

largest industry in the world, representing approximately 10% of world GDP (1). 

Technical textiles designed for this market can therefore achieve an important turnover.  

Soil structures, such as embankments, are subjected to landslides after heavy rainfalls or 

during earthquakes. Hence the need of efficient methods for retrofitting of existing 
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earthworks and of related monitoring systems to possibly prevents the structural 

damage. On the other hand, optical fibers, serving as both sensor and data conduit, are 

particularly suited to Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) of civil structures. The 

optical fiber is morphologically similar to textile fibers and can be ideally processed like 

standard textile yarns. Hence, the physical combination of the two mentioned 

technologies in a single self-sensorized textile led to the concept of “Multifunctional 
Textile” (or “smart textile”), allowing both structural reinforcing and monitoring, thanks 

to the presence of an optical sensor embedded inside the textile during the production 

process.  

While soil movements are nearly impossible to predict in natural environments (2), the 

use of smart textiles may offer a solution for manmade slopes and embankments. 

Geotextiles are used to reinforce soils, to provide barrier layers between different 

granulates or to confine filler materials in compartments (3). Once in place, it is 

however difficult to estimate if installation was successful. Clearly, small soil 

movements and instabilities may in time create weak points and become subject to 

landslides. Few solutions are currently available to monitor soil displacements or 

geotextiles performance (4, 5). Novel technologies use Fiber Optic Sensors (FOS) to 

indicate soil movement (6). Some of them (8) use Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG), with 

several FOS combined to correct for temperature variations (Geodetec®, TenCate). 

Properly placed localized gratings inside the optical fiber are also the basis of the MuST 

SMARTGeoTex fabric solution, produced by Roctest-Smartec. The solutions mentioned 

above are based on a “point” sensing strategy, which can only measure quasi-distributed 

strain over limited lengths, while the relative high price of the FBG-equipped 

geotextiles might be an additional drawback of the systems.  

Distributed measurement is the cheapest and winning strategy when one does not know 

in advance where soil movement will occur. Distributed measurement by means of 

Brillouin scattering is available with Geodetec® solution, as well as with a solution 

tested in (7). Some of the authors of the present paper investigated the use of Polymeric 

Optical Fibers for distributed sensing in geotechnical and masonry applications (9), 

providing enhanced performances in terms of sensor robustness.  

Nevertheless, in distributed sensing the main difficulty is to achieve an acceptable strain 

resolution. The solution investigated in the present work includes one optical fiber 

embedded in a geogrid for soil stabilization. The sensing technology, based on Rayleigh 

scattering, is distributed with a special resolution of just a few millimetres.  

From the technological point of view, two different approaches were adopted to embed 

the optical fiber in the textile structure. The obtained systems were then tested in 

laboratory by means of tensile and pull-out tests and finally installed and tested in real 

scale on a prototype embankment, where its technical viability at large scale was 

eventually evaluated.  

 

 

2.  Samples production  

 
The textile architecture used in this work was a polyester balanced geo-grid, with a net 

spacing of about 3 cm and a roll width of 100 cm, produced by Alpe Adria Textil. A 

single mode glass optical fiber sensor, protected by a PVC sheath, produced by 

Fiberware GmbH, was embedded in the geogrid. Two different embedding strategies 
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have been implemented and characterized, corresponding to two different types of 

samples: 

- Sensorized geogrid Type A: the optical fiber sensor is stitched on it in a post-

production step (Figure 1, left); 

- Sensorized geogrid Type B: the optical fiber sensor is inserted inside the grid 

during the grid production (Figure 1, right).  

 

  
Figure 1: Sensorized geogrid, Type A (left) and Type B (right) 

 

2.  Sensing technology 
 

The so-called swept wavelength interferometry is used to measure the Rayleigh 

backscatter as a function of length in the optical fiber with high spatial resolution.  

The reflected spectrum of a given optical fiber could change when the optical fiber is 

subjected to other external conditions, such as the insertion inside the textile. In this 

case, calculating the calibration constant is very important in order to define the exact 

strain acquired from the sensor. Calibration constant, in fact, correlates reflected 

spectrum shifts to strain shifts, as shown in the following linear formula: 

0

1

f

f

k





 

(1) 

Where 

 

ε = mechanical strain 

kε = optical fiber sensor calibration constant 

Δf = frequency shift from f0 

f0 = initial frequency 

 

The optical fiber datalogger OBR4600 by Luna Technologies (Figure 2) was used in 

this experimental activity for optical fiber data acquisition. External factors like 

temperature or strain changes cause temporal and local shifts in the Rayleigh 

backscatter pattern along the sensor fiber, which can be measured and scaled giving a 

distributed temperature or strain measurement. Thereby, a temperature and strain 

resolution as fine as 1 µstrain and 0.1 °C can be achieved with sub-centimeter-scale 

spatial resolution, on a sensor fiber length up to 70 meters. 
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Figure 2:  Optical fiber datalogger and tensile tests experimental set-up 

 

 

3.  Lab Testing 
 

The samples were tested in laboratory according to two different test procedures: the 

former (tensile test) allowed characterizing the monitoring behaviour in terms of sensor 

gage factor, the latter (pull-out test) assessed both the reinforcing and monitoring 

behaviour on a medium scale set-up reproducing the real environment loading 

conditions.  

 

3.1 Tensile tests 

 

The purpose of the test was to “correlate” the data provided by the optical fiber sensor 
with direct measurements performed on the textile by means of conventional sensor 

(extensometer). In other words, the aim was to assess the “calibration factor”, which 

correlates the wavelength shift provided by the FOS with the strain measured with 

conventional deformation sensors. 

All tensile specimens have been manufactured leaving the two ends of the sensor 

outside the geogrid, as shown in Figure 3 (optical fiber is the orange cable in the figure). 

Two different gage lengths were used (35 and 42 cm). Some tests were repeated on 

samples subjected to freeze and thaw cycles over a three months period. 
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Figure 3: Tensile test set-up 

 

The calibration constant is evaluated through the calibration test, by comparing the 

reflected spectrum coming from the optical sensor and the strain values provided by the 

extensometer. Δf is calculated, in a post-processing step, as the average value along the 

optical fiber sensor along its gage length.  

Once linearity of the -f relationship is verified, the calibration constant is calculated 

for each specimen, by reverting the equation reported above, i.e. through the evaluation 

of the slope of the straight line interpolating the -f curve.  

Tensile tests results evidenced an almost linear -f transfer function of the sensor (see 

Figure 4), which means that the sensor behaves as expected, with no damages due to the 

embedding process. Results for the calculated calibration constant are reported in Table 

1. 

 

 
 Figure 4: Example of calibration curve (A35U_01 specimen). 

 

Extensometer 

Optical fiber sensor 
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The mean values of the obtained calibration constant is quite close to that of bare optical 

fiber (0,78), meaning that the operation of sensor embedding in the geogrid did not 

heavily altered the optical behavior of the sensor itself. Moreover, the experimental data 

scattering is quite low, in the order of 10% or less, which allows utilizing the average 

values of the calibration constant for elaborating the sensor results in all the subsequent 

uses of the sensorized geogrids, starting from the demo applications.  

The optical fiber sensor calibration constant used has been 0,84 for geogrid Type A and 

0,74 for geogrid Type B, as determined by the tensile tests.  

 
Table 1. Summary of results from the assessment of the Calibration Constant 

Test 

Conditions 

Type Length (cm) Nº tests Calibration Factor 

kε (mean) 

Std. 

Deviation 

C. V. 

Normal A 35 5 0,84 0,08 10 % 

A 42 5 0,86 0,10 11 % 

B 35 5 0,79 0,04 5 % 

B 42 5 0,74 0,06 8 % 

Aged A 42 5 0,79 0,29 36% 

 

A statistical analysis of the results indicated that the aging process likely did not 

produce a significant effect on the calibration constant, though a not negligible variance 

was evidenced after sample conditioning. From a practical point of view, and from a 

“user” perspective, these issues can be managed by applying a “safety” uncertainty 
factor (which entity depends on the age and criticality of the application) to the 

measured strain data, if the application is long-lasting and carried out in aggressive 

environment.  

 

3.2 Pull-out tests 

 

The pull-out test aims at evaluating the interaction parameters between a planar element 

and mass of granular soils by means of pulling-out the planar element from the soil 

mass where it is embedded. Conceptually, it is similar to a friction test done with a 

direct shear load, as data is collected from the same parameters that characterize both 

tests: vertical load, horizontal force (for estimating the shear strength between the soil 

and the planar element) and displacement. The differences lie on the scale of the test as 

the pull-out is close to a real condition whereas the friction (direct shear) test is on a 

small case.  

The test is based on compacting various soil layers in a 1 sqm box and introducing the 

investigated geotextile in between two layers of soil. On top of the soil it is placed a 

weight to reproduce a pressure effect. Assisted by a jack, a tensile strength is applied 

into the material to assess the frictional resistance and the deformation of the geotextile 

until it breaks or slips, whichever happens first. The sensors placed in the geotextile, 

properly “calibrated”, collect the information related with the material and the soil. A 
typical sketch of a pull-out test is shown in Figure 5, together with some images of the 

set-up. 
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Figure 5 – Pull Out test scheme and pictures 

 

Similarly to what was intended with the tensile test, the pull-out will not aim at 

identifying peak values of shear stress or displacements, but at verifying that calibration 

factor achieved during the first test campaign is applicable to real geotechnical 

structures. Therefore, the measurements of the FOS are compared with measurements 

from the sensors that assess the total deformation suffered by the geogrid during the 

pull-out test. 

The strain trends observed during the pull-out tests, at different displacement/load 

levels, were similar to those expected theoretically: strain values increase at increasing 

values of displacement/load imposed on the geogrid, decreasing in exponential-like 

fashion along the length (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6: Typical strain profile along the sample length in a pull-out test, for different load values. 

 

The main tests results are reported in Table 2. In terms of elongation measured during 

the pull-out test, a considerable gap between the values measured with the LVDT and 

those calculated with FOS data was observed, though both the series of values are 

physically reasonable. Main possible reasons for such gap are the inherent uncertainties 

in the pull-out test, as it is not a standardized test, and a likely lack of full uniformity in 

the test conditions, as the soil from the lower part of the box was the same for all 

samples tested. In spite of it, as the elongation obtained by the FOS was lower, up to 

50%, than that measured by the LVDT, it was possible to point out an important 

recommendation for the use of data in field application, that is to cautionary apply a 

safety factor of 1.5 to the strain values measured by the FOS in geotechnical 

applications. 

In terms of the two different types of sensorized geogrids, it’s worth evidencing that 
both typologies worked correctly, though the Type A provided better outcomes in the 

pull-out tests.  

 
Table 2. Pull-out test results 

Sample (vertical pressure) Displ. from optical fiber Sensor [mm] Displ. from LVDT [mm] gap  [%] 

AU_01 (21 kPa) 2,81 3,76 25% 

AU_02 (50 kPa) 3,49 6,80 49% 

AU_03 (100 kPa) 2,97 3,87 23% 

BU_03 (29 kPa) 1,58 3,00 47% 

BU_02 (50 kPa) 1,59 2,41 34% 

BU_01 (100 kPa) 1,70 3,46 51% 

 

 

4.  Real scale validation 
 

The sensorized geogrid was installed and tested in real scale on a prototype 

embankment. The size of the embankment was 3 meters high, 12 meters wide and 21 
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meters long, and sensorized geogrid samples were placed at 3 different heights inside 

the embankment. In order to provoke known strain patterns to be detected by the 

embedded sensors, an irrigation system was built inside the embankment, watering it 

internally and eventually producing “controlled” settlements in the structure. 
The most significant steps of the work are illustrated through pictures in Figure 7. 

 

    
 

   
 

   
Figure 7: From top left to bottom right: digging up the trenches, setting up the irrigation system, 

geogrid laying, data acquisition, connections details, soil compaction, irrigation process and 

induced ground settlement 

 

The graphs in Figure 8 show the evolution of a representative strain profile recorded in 

correspondence of successive steps of construction/irrigation. The graph evidences that 

strain is localized in the expected zone (subjected to subsidence) and that it increases 

while increasing the stress on the structure. 
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Figure 8: Evolution of strain measured at different load steps 

 

The following results can be clearly pointed out as outcomes of the real-scale tests, so 

assessing the technical viability at large scale of the developed system for earthwork 

applications: 

- Both the experimental set up and the demonstrator have proven useful for testing 

the performance of the sensorized geogrid in controlled and real conditions;  

- The irrigation system contributed well in producing a subsidence at a defined 

location inside the embankment;  

- For use of the technology at the industrial scale level, more robust and quick 

sensor cabling and connections are needed, in order to minimize the impact on 

ordinary in-field operations; 

- The embedded sensor is able to “follow” the soil movement, both qualitatively 

and quantitatively.  

 

5.  Conclusions 
 

The present paper presented the development and testing of a geogrid sensorized with 

optical fiber to be used as distributed strain sensor, for application on earthworks like 

embankments and sustaining walls.  

Two possible sensor embedding strategies were set-up and the resulting samples were 

lab tested by means of tensile and pull-out tests. Tensile tests allowed characterizing the 

monitoring behaviour in terms of sensor gage factor, and evidenced that the embedded 

sensor behaves as expected, with no damages due to the embedding process. Freeze-

thaw aging seems not affecting the calibration factor, at least at the investigated extent. 

The strain trends observed during the pull-out tests were similar to that expected 

theoretically, though a comparison with reference data suggested the cautionary 

application of a safety factor to the strain values measured by the FOS in real 

geotechnical applications. 

Finally, the system was installed and tested in real scale on a prototype embankment, 

where its technical viability at large scale was eventually assessed, evidencing, at the 

same time, the advisability of more robust and quick sensor cabling and connections.  
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The obtained results allowed setting the conditions, in terms of system performances 

knowledge and application technology, for its effective use in real geotechnical 

applications.  
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